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A home is the ultimate escape for leisure and comfort in the company of 
friends and family. 

Aries Homeplex adds to the private setting of your home, by converting a 
room into a home theatre. Enjoy the perfect mood of entertainment in the 
most relaxed setting with Dolby Atmos sound, 4K Projection, plush recliner 
couches and automated consoles.

THINK THINK 
HOME ENTERTAINMENTHOME ENTERTAINMENT

ARIES HOMEPLEXARIES HOMEPLEX

The Aries Homeplex solution is geared to offer you a complete Home 
Entertainment Solution. Be it watching a football match or an educational 
video with your friends, or a movie with your family and loved ones, you 
can experience the ambience of a private theatre starting from just 150 
sq.ft, within the boundaries of your home.
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THINK THINK 
• Aries group is a world class consortium of uniquely diversified 56 

independent firms having its headquarters in UAE and branches in 16 
countries.

• Founded by Dr. Sohan Roy in the year 1998

• Within a short span of 23 years, Aries group has collaborated with more 
than 5200 national and international clients and executed more than 
61,000 projects successfully. 

• Aries group has also widened its contributions to various other fields 
like Films, Legal, Visual Media, Maritime Research Institutes, IT, Film 
production houses and so on.

ARIES GROUPARIES GROUP

AriesPlex, the latest offering by Aries Group, is a one of its kind Finest Dual 
4K ATMOS theatre which aims to transform Film exhibition experience in 
India. With 6 ultra modern screens, this large-scale landmark multiplex has 
been built to perfectly support today’s entertainment.

Courtesy the magic of 4K twin projectors, DMAX 3D and 64 channel Dolby 
Channel Atmos technology, AriesPlex amalgamates the best technology and 
facilities that are available making it the most advanced multiplex in South 
India. Besides the high definition projection of movies, AriesPlex is also 
facilitated with comfortable seating arrangements, 3D capabilities and 
special screening spaces are also built for exceptional shows and grand 
exhibitions.

The Aries Homeplex is a specialty offering from the house of India’s No.1 
multiplex establishment, the Ariesplex.
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The Aries Homeplex can double up as the best ultramodern education tool 
for your children. By supporting videos on large screen with superb audio-

visual quality, infotainment material can be used to study and train, 
whether you are a student or a teacher.

MAKING 
EDUCATION FUN
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The Aries Homeplex finds immense application as a common utility room 
fitted with high quality seats, and can be used to screen movies, corporate 

videos and other  audio-visual content. Ideal for corporate towers, clubs, 
and other public buildings.
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ARIES HOME PLEX 
FEATURES
ARIES HOME PLEX 
FEATURES
˜ Dolby Atmos Sound

˜ Theatre Grade Screen & 2K/ 4K/ HD Projection 

˜ Plush recliner couches with cup holder

˜ 360 Degree acoustics & sound proof carpeted interiors

˜ Floor lighting and automated consoles

˜ Play videos from DTH, external storage devices and OTT Platforms

The Aries Homeplex is a specialty offering from the house of India's No.1 multiplex 

establishment, the Ariesplex. 

With Projects executed across Asia, Aries Homeplex is a brand name that you can 

fully trust to execute your dream home theatre in a professional and economical 

manner.
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EXPERIENCE 
BEST QUALITY 
FEATURES

DOLBY ATMOS
Brilliance of 360 degree acoustics 

2K/4K/3D SCREEN
Breathtaking picture technology 

LUXURY COUCHES
Multiplex style padded recliner seats 

Ultra HD

CONVENIENCE
Easy 20 day setup

ARIES GROUP
Built by India's first 4K multiplex group

20
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For demo

Contact Us: +91 9539008296 
Email: arieshomeplex@ariesgroupglobal.com

+91 9539000824  |  


